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Abstract. A decision tree design is carried out with the hierarchical structure. 

Specifically, K-fold and random forest algorithm is considered to overcome 

overfitting problem. Because of the existing problem –overfitting- is the most 

challenging together with performance when we consider decision tree building. 

Furthermore, big data and test data decision has always poor prediction together 

with complex models. One of the reasons could be due to the complex situation 

in real application cases compared to sample ones for training. The paper propose 

solutions to the overfitting issues of decision tree models. Simulation results are 

illustrated.  
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1. Introduction 

A decision tree is a divide-and-conquer approach to the classification which can be used 

to discover features and extract patterns [1]. Sometimes, it is challenge to show overfitting 

characteristics which makes poor prediction; for the new and exceptional data deteriorate its 

performance [2]. One of the reasons could be the complex situation in real application cases 

compared to sample ones for training. For example, financial market prediction or stock 

prices has nonlinear, complicated and stochastic property, so this would be poor prediction 

and affect in its precise and performance of designed models [3].  
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Hence, we propose design decision tree that is complex and solve the financial datasets. 

Overfitting is a common problem in the topic of decision tree, and several methods have 

been used by researchers to overcome this. First, in terms of pruning, new research proposed 

an improved error-based pruning (IEBP), which uses k-fold cross validation and t-test to 

choose the optimal certainty factor to control the pruning process [5]. The proposed methods 

are composed of two steps; decision tree making with random forest (RF), heuristic 

approximation is also applied for optimization. There are two issues to be addressed: 

accuracy improvement, complexity advancement. To get optimized performance, we 

consider tree structure construction by RF as well as decision measure design for the training 

data. It also include curse of dimensional problem, and it was raised by Blanc et al. in 2020, 

which considers the correlations between the target function and small subsets of its 

attributes; it shows the comparison between Gini impurity and information gain that merely 

considers the correlations between the target function and an individual of its attributes [6]. 

Furthermore, RF also has a wide application to improve the accuracy of prediction, and the 

research are shown in the references [7-10]. Finally, there are innovative ways that leads to 

conduct early stopping. For instance, a novel cost function for stopping based on 

Kolmogorov complexity [2]. This study emphasize on hyper-parameter optimization for RF 

by random search and grid search. 

Now a days, researches on machine learning (ML) to organize the decision tree models 

have become increasingly popular in financial market prediction [4]. However, complex 

models are often prone to overfitting and financial datasets tend to have low signal-to-noise 

ratio, therefore it is an imminent problem to automatically select effect features from datasets 

[4]. So, we focus on finding method to overcome the overfitting matter and proposes 

performance optimization through background research and model training experiments. 

Research outcomes are not limited to the financial markets, it can be applied to the decision 

and classification problems in more fields such as medical assessment, policy making and 

so on.  

In this paper, two methods to solve overfitting are illustrated in the next section. Section 

3 explains the industrial value of this research, and it clarifies the mythologies applied. 

Results for initial and optimized models are illustrated in Section 4, and discussion and 

analysis are also included. Finally, conclusions are included in Section 5. 
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2. Preliminaries 

To overcome overfitting, two existing algorithm are introduced in this section: random 

forest and k-fold cross validation. 

 

A. Random forest 

Multiple decision trees are built by RF, which is constructed through bagging and it 

showed the effect solve overfitting performance [11]. Let 𝑓 be the final prediction from the 

RF, 𝐵  be the number of trees constructed from dataset, 𝑛  be the index of decision tree 

constructed, 𝑓𝑛 be the result from decision tree n, and  𝑥 be the input sample that may not be 

in the training set. Final result of a prediction on a dataset can be expressed as eq. (1) [11]: 

 

𝑓 =
1

𝐵
∑ (𝑓𝑛(𝑥))𝐵

𝑛=1                                                                (1) 

 

In eq. (1), 𝑓𝑛 represents the prediction of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ decision tree, which is a iterative process 

of assessment on selected features to a destination value. As Fig. 1 shows, RFs are chosen to 

hedge the risk of overfitting and inaccuracy from one decision tree, the choice of 

hyperparameters of which is conducted through random search illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Decision Tree 

 

B. k-fold cross validation 

The k-fold cross validation is applied on a dataset to deliver the errors of a model, by 

chunking the dataset into K chunks and using all of them as training and test examples [12]. 
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Fig. 2. K-fold cross validation 

The cross-validation estimator is illustrated as the average of errors of all iterations [12]: 

𝐸(𝐷) =
1

𝐾
∑

1

𝑚
∑ 𝐿(𝐴(𝐷𝑘), 𝑧𝑖)𝑧𝑖∈𝑇𝑘

𝐾
𝑛=1                                          (2) 

 

where 𝐷 =  {𝑧1, 𝑧2, 𝑧3, … 𝑧𝑘 } be the dataset applied in Fig. 2, 𝑚 =  
𝑛

𝐾
  be the size of each 

block, 𝑇𝑘  be the 𝑘𝑡ℎ  block, 𝐷𝑘  be the training set excluding 𝑇𝑘 . This study applies k-fold 

cross validation to deliver an averaged assessment result of predictors in attempts of random 

search. Random search explores the configuration space of parameters to find the best 

combination of them and find the model with highest accuracy [13]. Taking the time 

complexity under consideration, we combines random search with grid search to find the 

optimized parameters of the RF. 

3. Decision Tree and RF  

A. Decision Tree generation 

We generate decision model with the help of decision tree and ensemble RF. First, we 

compares the accuracy of predictions on the dataset of a company’s stock prices from Yahoo 

Finance. Table 1 shows the accuracies and Fig. 3 shows the comparison among prediction 

values from both models and actual values. 
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Table1. Accuracy Comparison 

Number of 

training 

instances 

Accuracy (%) Mean Absolute Error (degrees) 

Single decision 

tree 

Random forest  Single 

decision tree 

Random forest  

 

450 99.72 99.69 0.9 0.97 

900 99.64 99.58 1.22 1.45 

8100 99.47 96.22 13.76 43.97 

 

 
Fig. 3. Prediction values and actual values 

 

 
Fig. 4. Poor predictions 

By the comparison result in Table 1, two models perform well on training datasets, with 

accuracies over 98% and almost no difference between prediction and actual values. Besides 

the effort of models, the reason of such high accuracy might also be that when choosing 

training and testing samples the order of data is shuffled and thus the patterns of both datasets 

are similar, which barely affects the conclusion. However, when operating on real data which 

is out of training and testing samples, both models make poor predictions as Fig. 4 shows, 

which is referred to as overfitting. Dealing with large test datasets, the mean absolute error 
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of random forest increases sharply (from 1.45 to 43.97 degrees), it means the test results do 

not guarantee ideal predictions and that is where the model needs to be optimized. 

 

B. Analysis on Performance 

To optimize the model in proper dimensions, we focuses on the RF and analyze the 

factors behind its poor prediction performance.  

 

• Data pattern 

As mentioned in before, the performance on test data is believed to be due to similar 

pattern between training and testing data. As shown in Fig. 5, the testing one after training 

are basically the same with many peaks, and that is one of the reasons why initial RF 

model behaves well on the test data. In comparison, the pattern of the real dataset is barely 

the case as shown in Fig. 6, with only one peak and be centralized at the peak, so the 

prediction behavior on these data is much worse than before. To further depict the 

difference of data pattern, Table 2 introduces the mean and standard deviation of each 

dataset. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Testing data 
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Fig. 6 Real data 

 

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of each dataset 

Dataset Mean Standard Deviation 

Training data 135922.32 16211997.89 

Testing data 137044.19 16485129.28 

Real data 510842.44 51096958.01 

 
• Parameters 

According to the document of scikit-learn 1.0.2, the RF model is composed by around 

100 decision trees with no specific maximum depth or minimum number of samples of 

a leaf [14]. These parameters are fixed and related to the complexity of the model, and 

either an over easy or over complex model would lead to poor predictions.  

The change in data pattern and inflexible parameters are identified as two factors behind 

the sharp distinction between the prediction performance of the RF on different datasets. 

The solution of random search is applied to enable parameters to adapt to the different data 

patterns. 

4. Optimized model and Simulation 

To optimize the RF model, this section applies random search and grid search with 

random grid shown in Table 3 and grid based on random search shown in Table 4, with 
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reduced data sample (9000 instances to 5000 instances). In each random and grid search, the 

model applies k-fold cross validation by 3. The optimized parameters adopted by new RF 

model are concluded in Table 5. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the optimized model with 

real data. 

Table 3. Random grid 

Number of decision trees 10…200, number = 30 

Max depth of decision trees 2, 3, 4 … 50 

Min sample size to be spitted [2, 5, 10] 

 
Table 4: Grid for grid research 

Number of decision trees [81, 82] 

Max depth of decision trees [6, 7] 

Min sample size to be spitted [4, 5, 6] 

 

Table 5. Optimized parameters 

Number of decision trees 82 

Max depth of decision trees 7 

Min sample size to be spitted 5 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 Optimized prediction 

After reducing the data size and applying random search, RF model shows better 

compared to the initial one, although there are poor predictions at the tail. The main 

distinction of the optimized model is that its complexity is adaptable to different patterns of 

datasets with random search and grid search. Additionally, small size of samples is enough. 

However, both models apply the same loss function and split criteria, as a result of which 
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there might still be some bottlenecks even though the parameters are comparably optimized, 

and that is the direction of further research.    

5. Conclusions 

This study has implemented the RF model on datasets of several levels and made a 

comparison with single decision trees, and improve the quality of the RF model to reduce 

the extent of its poor performance and the adaption to out-of-sample data. However, the time 

complexity of the algorithm is large, especially in the part of random search and grid search. 

The progress has moved into the core part of the study: overcoming the overfitting issues. 

Hence, it needs to adopt further approach to the overfitting problem with the data samples. 

Then, depending on the feasibility, the solution would be generalized to other and larger 

datasets and proposed from the algorithm perspective. 
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